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FINDING INDIA’S VOICE ON AFGHANISTAN 
In a world of hard geopolitical realities, New Delhi must leverage its unique strengths 

 in remaining engaged with Kabul 
In the chaos that has followed the Taliban takeover of Kabul on August 15, noisy recriminations in the 

international community and the desperate appeals of Afghans who want to leave the country, India has been relatively 

silent. On the ground, the Narendra Modi government chose to speak with its feet, ordering the full evacuation of the 

Indian embassy and all Indian personnel within hours of Afghanistan President Ashraf Ghani’s departure from the ‘Arg’ 
Presidential Palace. At the UN Security Council (UNSC) in New York and UN Human Rights Council in Geneva, India has 

expressed its worries about terrorism, human rights and refugees, but has not mentioned the Taliban itself even once by 

name. And in India, the Government appears to be equally mute, as thousands of Afghans clamour for visas, and get no 

reply, focusing instead on the task of bringing a few hundred Indian nationals back home. 

 

When India led 

The silence is in sharp contrast to the past, particularly the last 20 years, where India had been at the forefront 

of discussions in Afghanistan and on Afghanistan. India’s role strengthened over the tenure of three different 

governments in Delhi in three areas: in terms of infrastructure building and development assistance, encompassing all 34 

provinces of the country; in terms of building democracy, helping script the Constitution and hold elections; and in terms 

of educational investment, allowing thousands of young Afghans to study, be trained as professionals and soldiers, and 

become skilled in India. 

India was the first country that Afghanistan signed a strategic partnership with, the only country that undertook 

perilous but ambitious projects such Parliament, the Zaranj-Delaram Highway, and the Chabahar port project in Iran for 

transit trade, and by far the one country that polled consistently highly among countries that Afghan people trusted. It 

seems inconceivable that the Government can choose to simply walk away from such capital, regardless of the 

developments in Afghanistan, domestic political considerations in India and geopolitical sensitivities. The Government 

must consider all its options in remaining engaged with Afghanistan for its future. 

 

A marginalisation 

To begin with, it is necessary to acknowledge the hard truth that no other power from the west to the east has 

considered India’s interests while charting its course on Afghanistan. India has found itself cut out of several 

quadrilateral arrangements: the main negotiations held by the “Troika plus” of the United States-Russia-China-Pakistan 

that pushed for a more “inclusive government” including the Taliban; the alternative grouping of Russia-Iran-China-

Pakistan that formed a “regional arc” that has today seen them retain their embassies in Kabul; and the connectivity 

quadrilaterals formed by the U.S. and China, respectively, with Uzbekistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan, that depend heavily on 

Taliban protection and Pakistani port access. 

Neither India’s traditional strategic and defence partner, Russia, nor its fastest growing global strategic partner, 

the United States, thought it important to include India or insist that their envoys Zamir Kabulov (Russian President 

Vladimir Putin’s special envoy to Afghanistan) and Zalmay Khalilzad (U.S. Special Representative for Afghanistan 

Reconciliation) briefed their counterparts in New Delhi about the details of their negotiations with the Taliban 

leadership. If New Delhi was unable to feel its staff would be secure from Taliban militia and their Pakistani benefactors 

in order to keep diplomats in Kabul, nor to negotiate a diplomatic outpost at Kabul airport that would allow it to place a 

core team with the U.S., the United Kingdom and other North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries, it is time to 

accept that India is in need of a new diplomatic strategy. While the Narendra Modi government found it inconvenient to 

vocally protest the talks with the Taliban and the extended line to Pakistan to facilitate the talks with these “friendly” 
global leaders thus far, it is necessary for it to publicly decry an outcome that has clearly worked against India’s interests 

now. 

 

Action under the UN umbrella 

In order to do so, India needs to begin by rallying the United Nations, to exert its considerable influence in its 

own interest, and that of the Afghan “republic”, which is an idea that cannot be just abandoned. At the UNSC, India must 

be more vocal about its abhorrence of a Taliban-run Afghanistan that seeks to reverse the gains of the past two decades. 

A considerably diluted statement that India drafted as UNSC president on August 16, that did not even mention 

opposition to an “Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan” was a disappointment in this regard. 

Next, India must take a leading role in the debate over who will be nominated to the Afghan seat at the UN, 

and whether the Republic’s appointed current Ambassador will remain, or the seat declared “vacant” or even 
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“suspended” depending on the new regime in Afghanistan committing to international norms on human rights, women’s 

rights, minority rights and others. As Chairman of the Taliban Sanctions Committee (or the 1988 Sanctions Committee), 

India must use its muscle to ensure terrorists such as Sirajuddin Haqqani and other members of the Haqqani group 

responsible for brutal suicide bombings on Indian embassies and consulates must not be given any exemptions: on 

travel, recourse to funds or arms. 

Mr. Modi’s speech at the UN General Assembly scheduled for September 25 will be an apposite occasion to 

express India’s position on the future of Afghanistan and challenge the rest of the international community to refuse to 

legitimise the Taliban regime unless it is willing to negotiate on all these issues. As the UN Secretary-General, António 

Guterres, has said, the Taliban’s desire for international recognition this time around “is the Security Council's only 

leverage to press for inclusive government and respect for rights, particularly for women, in Afghanistan”. 
 

Dealing with the regime 

Next, the Narendra Modi government must determine the nature of its engagement with the new regime in 

Afghanistan. While a tactical engagement, dealing with the safety of Indians and Indian interests, overflight rights and 

other coordination seems inevitable, the question of whether India should convert its furtive back-channel talks with the 

Taliban and with Pakistan in the past few months into something more substantive remains to be debated. This becomes 

more important as India now faces a “threat umbrella” to its north, including Pakistan’s cross-border terrorism, 

Afghanistan’s new regime and China’s aggression at the Line of Actual Control. The Government’s modus operandi over 

the last few years, of running foreign policy by stealth and surprise, would be counter-productive here. A more broad-

based and consultative process of engaging all political parties would be required instead. While not directly dealing with 

the Taliban, India must ensure stronger communication with those who are dealing directly, including leaders such as 

former Afghanistan President Hamid Karzai and former High Council for National Reconciliation chief Abdullah Abdullah, 

who have lived in India and retain close links, to ensure its interests. As a part of its engagement, New Delhi must 

consider whether to revive its assistance to the resistance, which at present includes Ahmad Shah Massoud Jr., Amrullah 

Saleh, Abdul Rashid Dostum and Atta Mohammad Noor, all well known to India and aligned to a great extent with India’s 

objectives in Afghanistan. 

 

People outreach 

Finally, the Government must embrace its greatest strength in Afghanistan — its relations with the Afghan 

people — and open its doors to those who wish to come here, just as previous Indian governments have done in the 

past. The Government’s efforts, thus far, have been woefully inadequate, with only a few hundred Afghans evacuated or 

allowed to enter; the Ministry of Home Affairs decision to cancel all pre-issued visas, due to security concerns, is a step in 

the wrong direction. In particular, India must continue to facilitate medical visas for Afghan patients and extend the 

education visas for students who are already admitted to Indian colleges. 

In a world of hard geopolitical realities, it is India’s soft power, strategic autonomy or non-alignment principles and 

selfless assistance to those in need, particularly in its neighbourhood, that has been the strongest chords to its unique 

voice in the world. The moment to make that voice heard on Afghanistan is now. 

 

 voice (noun) – opinion, view. 

 geopolitical (adjective) – relating to (the study of) the 

geographical factors (a country’s position on the 

earth, size, climate, and natural resources &, etc.) in 

world politics and inter-state relations. 

 leverage (verb) – use, make use of, utilize (to 

maximum gain). 

 chaos (noun) – disorder, disarray, turmoil, 

disorganization, disruption. 

 takeover (noun) – seizure, occupation, capture; 

gaining of control, change of ownership. 

 recrimination (noun) – a situation in which people are 

accusing each other; an act of accusing someone who 

has accused you; mutual accusation(s), counter-

accusation(s), countercharge, counterattack, 

retaliation. 

 desperate (adjective) – urgent, pressing, compelling, 

hopeless, serious/critical. 

 appeal (noun) – request, cry.  

 relatively (adverb) – comparatively, proportionately, 

somewhat, to a certain extent/degree. 

 on the ground (phrase) – in a situation/place where 

things are happening really/practically. 

 speak with one’s feet (phrase) – to express your 

opinion or feelings not by verbalizing/wording them 

but through action. 

 evacuation (noun) – the act of moving people from a 

dangerous place; depopulation, clearance, emptying. 

 embassy (noun) – the diplomatic office building in a 

foreign country where the ambassador & team live 

and work; consulate, mission. 

 personnel (noun) – staff, workforce, employee. 
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 Arg (noun) – The Arg (Pashto/Persian word meaning 

“Citadel”) serves as the presidential palace in Kabul, 

Afghanistan. 

 UN Security Council (UNSC) (noun) – it is one of the 

six principal organs of the United Nations, charged 

with ensuring international peace and security.  

 UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (noun) – The 

Human Rights Council is an inter-governmental body 

within the United Nations system responsible for 

strengthening the promotion and protection of human 

rights around the globe and for addressing situations 

of human rights violations and make 

recommendations on them. The Council is created on 

15 March 2006 and it is made up of 47 United Nations 

Member States which are elected by the UN General 

Assembly. The Human Rights Council replaced the 

former United Nations Commission on Human Rights. 

 refugee (noun) – displaced person, asylum seeker, 

exile, deportee, stateless person, émigré. 

 mute (adjective) – silent, unspeaking, tongue-tied, 

tight-lipped, close-mouthed, uncommunicative. 

 clamour (verb) – yell, scream, shout loudly. 

 in contrast to (phrase) – in opposition to. 

 at/in/to the forefront of (phrase) – be in a 

leading/front/important position in an important 

activity; spearhead, van guard, front line, leading 

position. 

 tenure (noun) – term, time, period (in office); 

incumbency. 

 in terms of (phrase) – with regard to, 

regarding/concerning, in connection with. 

 infrastructure (noun) – the basic physical or 

organisational structure for something (to function 

properly).   

 encompass (verb) – include, incorporate, comprise, 

take in. 

 province (noun) – territory, region, state (of a 

country). 

 script (verb) – write. 

 strategic (adjective) – relating to achieving long-term 

or overall goals. 

 strategic partnership (noun) – it is a long-term 

interaction between two countries based on political, 

economic, social and historical factors  

 perilous (adjective) – dangerous, risky, precarious, 

insecure, life-threatening. 

 ambitious (adjective) – formidable, challenging, 

demanding. 

 transit (noun) – movement, transportation, shipment. 

 by far (phrase) – much, very much, significantly, 

substantially, considerably, markedly. 

 consistently (adverb) – always, each time, invariably. 

 inconceivable (adjective) – unbelievable, extremely 

difficult to believe, unimaginable, extremely doubtful. 

 walk away (phrasal verb) – leave, abandon, depart 

hasily from a situation in which one is involved. 

 regardless of (phrase) – despite, notwithstanding, in 

spite of. 

 consideration (noun) – factor, point, concern, matter, 

element, aspect. 

 sensitivity (noun) – sensibility, finer feelings. 

 marginalisation (noun) – an act of making something 

as insignificant/unimportant. 

 to begin with (phrase) – at first, at the outset, at the 

beginning. 

 acknowledge (verb) – accept, recognize, realize. 

 interest (noun) – common concerns, stake, 

involvement, engagement.  

 chart (verb) – outline, describe, detail. 

 course (noun) – plan of action, course of action, 

method of working. 

 find oneself (verb) – discover himself/hershelf/itself 

to be in a particular situation. 

 cut out (phrasal verb) – remove, exclude, eliminate. 

 quadrilateral (adjective) – having four sides. 

 troika (noun) – a group of three (people, institutions, 

countries and etc.). 

 Troika plus (noun) – a group of Russia, the US, China, 

and Pakistan, is known as the Troika Plus on 

Afghanistan. 

 Regional Arc (noun) – a group of Russia-Iran-China-

Pakistan. 

 envoy (noun) – diplomat, consul, ambassador. 

 brief (verb) – inform of, tell about, update on, apprise 

of, give information about. 

 counterpart (noun) – someone or something that has 

the same job or purpose as another; equivalent, 

equal, fellow. 

 militia (noun) – armed forces, military unit, insurgent, 

rebel (that involves in rebel/terrorist activities against 

the main/regular forces). 

 benefactor (noun) – patron, sponsor/advocate, 

supporter/promoter. 

 diplomat (noun) – ambassador, envoy, emissary, 

consul. 

 outpost (noun) – a small military camp/post. 

 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) (noun) – 

NATO was created in 1949 by the United States, 

Canada, and several Western European nations to 

provide collective security against the Soviet Union. 

 strategy (noun) – plan of action (in order to achieve a 

more expansive set of political, economic, and security 

interests). 

 facilitate (verb) – make possible, enable, assist, 

promote, encourage. 

 decry (verb) – criticize, denounce, condemn. 

 umbrella (modifier) – something (coalition) that has 

many different parts/elements. 

 rally (verb) – reassemble, regroup, re-form, reunite. 
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 exert (verb) – apply, use, utilize, deploy (a 

force/influence/control). 

 influence (noun) – power, authority, sway, control, 

leverage, weight. 

 in someone’s (own) interests (phrase) – to the 

advantage of, for the sake of, for the benefit of. 

 republic (noun) – a group of people involved in a 

particular activity with certain equality; “The Republic” 
is a form of government in which a state (country) is 

ruled by elected representatives of the people (citizen 

body). 

 vocal (adjective) – vociferous, outspoken, forthright; 

relating to someone who expresses his/her views 

frankly. 

 abhorrence (noun) – dislike, aversion, hate. 

 diluted (adjective) – weakened/reduced. 

 in this regard (phrase) – in connection with the 

aspect/consideration/point referred to earlier. 

 nominate (verb) – appoint. 

 ambassador (noun) – envoy, diplomat, consul. 

 regime (noun) – government. 

 sanctions (noun) – action taken, or an order given to 

force a country to obey international laws by limiting 

or stopping trade with that country, by not allowing 

economic aid for that country, etc (Courtesy: VOA 

Learning English). 

 muscle (noun) – (figuratively) power, strength, might, 

force. 

 consulate (noun) – the diplomatic office building in a 

foreign country where the ambassador/consul & team 

live and work; embassy, mission. 

 exemption (noun) – immunity, exclusion, freedom. 

 apposite (adjective) – appropriate, suitable, apt, 

befitting. 

 tactical (adjective) – calculated, strategic, diplomatic. 

 overflight (noun) – a passage of an aircraft over a 

particular area. 

 inevitable (adjective) – unavoidable, unpreventable, 

inescapable, certain, sure to happen. 

 furtive (adjective) – secretive, secret, surreptitious. 

 back-channel (noun) – a secondary or secret route. 

 substantive (adjective) – important, significant, 

considerable. 

 cross-border (adjective) – across a border between 

two countries. 

 aggression (noun) – hostility, belligerence, 

combativeness, warmongering, hawkishness. 

 Line of Actual Control (LAC) (noun) – the de-facto 

(effective) border between India and China. The LAC is 

a 4,057-km border running through three areas-

Western (Ladakh, Ladakh (Kashmir)), middle 

(Uttarakhand, Himachal) and eastern (Sikkim, 

Arunachal). 

 modus operandi (noun) – it is a Latin term literally 

meaning ‘way of operating’; a particular way/method 

of doing something; the usual/habitual way of working 

of a person. 

 stealth (noun) – furtiveness, secretiveness, 

clandestineness, covertness. 

 counter-productive (adjective) – harmful, damaging, 

dangerous/destructive. 

 broad-based (adjective) – wide-ranging, 

comprehensive, all-inclusive, general. 

 consultative (adjective) – advisory, recommendatory, 

consulting, counseling. 

 High Council for National Reconciliation (HCNR) 

(noun) – This council was established in February 2020 

to resolve a political deadlock on elections and put an 

end to an election rivalry in Afghanistan that lasted for 

five months between Dr. Abdullah Abdullah and 

President Ashraf Ghani. 

 revive (verb) – restore, reintroduce, bring back. 

 resistance (noun) – opposition, defiance, 

confrontation. 

 align (verb) – unite, combine, join, team up, band 

together, cooperate. 

 outreach (noun) – the level of reaching 

out/activity/effort; involvement. 

 embrace (verb) – welcome, accept, support, back. 

 open doors (phrase) – make available; make 

accessible; provide someone opportunities (for 

success). 

 woefully (adverb) – very badly; deplorably, 

sadly/regrettably. 

 evacuate (verb) – ask people to leave, empty, move 

out of, get out of, exit from (from a dangerous place). 

 soft power (noun) – soft power is convincing & 

effective power deriving from attraction and imitation 

and be based on intangible (non-physical) resources 

such as culture, ideology, and institutions (Courtesy: E-

International Relations (E-IR)). 

 hard power (noun) – hard power is coercive power 

executed through military threats and economic 

incentives and based on tangible resources such as the 

army or economic strength. 

 smart power (noun) – In international relations, the 

term smart power refers to the combination of hard 

power and soft power strategies. 

 autonomy (noun) – independence, freedom; self-

government, self-rule. 

 non-alignment (noun) – a term used for an 

international organization who do not want to 

officially align themselves with, or against, any major 

power bloc (group of countries). 

 in need (phrase) – requiring help; (in difficulty, in 

trouble). 

 neighbourhood (noun) – (surrounding) area, region, 

country. 

 chord (noun) – tone. 
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